Allied Armies in ItalySlash On Toward Rome

Tokyo Announces New Landings By Americans On Bougainville Island

(by the Associated Press)

Tokyo radio today said a small force of American soldiers has landed on Bougainville Island in the Solomons. The statement was made in a broadcast by the Japan Broadcasting Corporation.

Tokyo radio announced the landing of the Americans on Bougainville Island in the Solomons. The statement was made in a broadcast by the Japan Broadcasting Corporation.

List Dates When Taxpayers Will Be Given Assistance

The state's tax commissioner has announced the following dates for the mailing of tax assistance to taxpayers:

- November 6: Taxpayers in Book 1
- November 13: Taxpayers in Book 2
- November 20: Taxpayers in Book 3
- November 27: Taxpayers in Book 4

The assistance will be mailed to taxpayers in the order listed above.

Initial Task of Unrlla Is Concluded

The president of the United Nations, Dr. Trygve Lie, has announced the completion of the initial task of the United Nations, described as the planning and organizing for the establishment of the United Nations.

Yanks Gain 3 Miles; British Near Pescara

Allied Headquarters, Algiers

The British Eighth Army has advanced three miles in the last 24 hours, bringing it within six miles of the town of Pescara, Italy. The advance was against weak German resistance.

The Tokyo radio, in a broadcast today, reported the landing of a small force of American soldiers on Bougainville Island in the Solomons. The statement was made in a broadcast by the Japan Broadcasting Corporation.

Initial Task of Unrlla Is Concluded

The president of the United Nations, Dr. Trygve Lie, has announced the completion of the initial task of the United Nations, described as the planning and organizing for the establishment of the United Nations.

Tokyo Denies Sinhalese Nationalist Settlements

(by the Associated Press)

The Tokyo radio today said that reports of settlements by Sinhalese nationalists in the southern part of the island of Ceylon are without foundation. The statement was made in a broadcast by the Japan Broadcasting Corporation.

The Tokyo radio, in a broadcast today, reported the landing of a small force of American soldiers on Bougainville Island in the Solomons. The statement was made in a broadcast by the Japan Broadcasting Corporation.

Reveal State Aides to Local Communities

(by the Associated Press)

Washington, D.C. (AP) — The Department of the Interior today announced the allocation of $3,000,000 for state assistance to local communities. The funds will be used to provide relief to local communities suffering from the effects of the recent drought.

Believe 13 Missing Army Nurses Are Safe

Allied Headquarters, Algiers

The British Eighth Army has advanced three miles in the last 24 hours, bringing it within six miles of the town of Pescara, Italy. The advance was against weak German resistance.

The Tokyo radio, in a broadcast today, reported the landing of a small force of American soldiers on Bougainville Island in the Solomons. The statement was made in a broadcast by the Japan Broadcasting Corporation.
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